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When running training classes for project managers, one of the issues coming up time and again is
that projects look profitable only until after they have been completed. Only when some time later
all third party invoices have been received by the accounts department and been allocated to the
job bag, the profitability suddenly turns out to be much less favorable.
It doesn't have to be this way as a lot of information is readily available:
- In most cases there is a budget for a project agreed with the customer after the brief has been
accepted. Part of this budget will be covering third party costs. A lot of thought and experience from
similar jobs will have helped generating this budget.
- Project managers will more often than not also have some kind of (hand written or memorised)
record of what they have ordered for their job. So all the information is available at a much earlier
time than when the purchase invoice arrives.
That is where an electronic purchase ordering system comes in. It is an easy method to record
forthcoming costs against jobs at the point of initiating them.
People are sometimes a bit concerned that using a computer to record those costs might be time
consuming, but it only takes about half a minute to enter a PO, not longer than it would take to
hand write a note with the additional benefit that - unlike a note - the information on the system
can't get lost.
If any third party costs are recorded in the job bag at the time of ordering them, there won't be any
surprises, when the invoices come in.
There will always be cases where costs change from what was originally budgeted for, but this will
usually be discovered when the supplier is approached with the detailed work description during
creation of the PO, not at the very end, when all the supplier work has been received and needs
paying for.
If the price quoted by the supplier when ordering the work turns out to be more (or less) than the
original budget, the budget can be amended accordingly. Ideally when preparing the initial budget
and a quote to the client a mark-up was added that will cover cost rises. If this is not sufficient, the
client may be contacted at the time of the purchase order and be informed of the changed costing
allowing for either an increase in their budget or a change of the project brief.
An electronic PO system is therefore an excellent way to track actuals against budgets at the
earliest possible time and avoid nasty surprises after a project is finalized.
In addition to this benefit from a job costing perspective, a computerized PO record will also save
time for the finance department:
When the supplier invoice arrives, this invoice can then in an integrated job costing and accounting
system be married to the PO that triggered it. Since this PO will contain all the details of work, there
is no more typing in of invoice lines into the finance system required. If invoices come in higher
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than the order value this is immediately flagged up and they can be questioned with the supplier.
A win-win result for the entire organization.
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